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 Runs fine. Data source 1 Data source 2 Data source 3 Data source 4 Data source 5 Data source 6 Data source 7 Data source 8
Data source 9 Data source 10 Data source 11 Data source 12 Data source 13 Data source 14 Data source 15 Data source 16 Data

source 17 Data source 18 Data source 19 A: If you have a lot of data sources, the best way to make sure they get updated is to
edit the version number on each data source (data source 1, data source 2, etc) and run the notebook in "Try this cell" mode.

Once it starts, it will check the version numbers and see that they have changed since the notebook last ran, so it will run again.
Q: PHP + SQLite3 + Postgresql+PHP is much slower I need to store a lot of information in a SQLite3 database and then

retreive it with PHP. I've tried PostgreSQL and PHP + PDO and it seems to be a lot slower in general (not inserting, etc.). Doing
just the pure SQL is much faster, but I need to do updates, etc. This is the pure SQL: sqlite3 test.db "CREATE TABLE test (id

TEXT);" sqlite3 test.db "INSERT INTO test (id) VALUES ('aa');" sqlite3 test.db "INSERT INTO test (id) VALUES ('bb');" and
this is the PHP code: $sqlite_conn = new SQLite3($connection); $sql = "CREATE TABLE test (id TEXT);"; if

(!$sqlite_conn->exec($sql)) { die('Could not create table: '. $sqlite_conn->lastError()); } $sql = "INSERT INTO test (id)
VALUES ('aa');"; die('Could not insert into table: '. $sqlite_conn->lastError()); $sql = "INSERT INTO test (id) VALUES

('bb');"; die('Could not insert into table 82157476af
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